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LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram



types of social media



To protect yourself from hackers, 
you should use a 

strong 



password



Things you shouldn’t share online



personal information



At work, silencing your smartphone, 
not reading/sending texts and putting 

your phone away are examples of 
this



technology etiquette



The biggest technology risk at work



cell phone



A person with you may work 
with, typically someone in a 
similar role as you, and may 

discuss work related things with.



What is Co-Workers?



People that work for jobs that are 
created to help and support 

others. People in these 
professions have a responsibility 

to nurture and take care of 
people.



What is a Helping Professional ?



People that you see every now 
and then. You may say hello to 
them every now and then and 

check in.



Casual Friends



A person you consider very close 
to you. They are there for you. 

They are not family, but close to 
it.



A Best Friend



a group of persons united by the 
ties of marriage, blood, or living 

together.



Family



Showing up for work early or on 
time, on a regular basis



punctual



outfits that distinguish staff from 
customers; appropriate clothing 

to wear at work



Dress code



Examples are: honesty, friendly, 
problem-solving



Soft skills



If you have to do this, let your 
boss know ahead of time and 

work hard to catch up on missed 
work



call in sick



Unwelcome verbal or physical 
behavior in the workplace that 
makes others uncomfortable



sexual harassment



When A Conflict Arises, The 
First Step to do is......



Stop and Think!



A serious argument or 
disagreement.



What is a Conflict?



Step two of resolving a conflict, 
trying to change the argument 

into a discussion



What is Redirect Conflict?



Step four of resolving a conflict, 
Being willing to come to a 

compromise for both parties 
involved



What is Finding a Solution ?



Step three to resolving conflict, 
Finding out the real cause of an 

argument



What is Investigate the Conflict ?



The Act of speaking on the behalf of 
or in support of another person, 

place, or thing



What is Advocacy?



When you speak up for 
yourself, when you decide what 
YOU want to do now or in the 

future



What is Self Advocacy?



Any device, software, or 
equipment that helps people work 

around their challenges



What is Assistive Technology?



Being able to make choices after 
considering all options, and be 

responsible for the results of your 
choices.



What is empowerment?



An attitude about your skills and 
abilities. It means you accept and 
trust yourself and have a sense of 

control in your life.



What is Self Confidence ?



An attitude about your skills 
and abilities. It means you accept 

and trust yourself and have a sense 
of control in your life.



What is Self Confidence ?



Any device, software, 
or equipment that helps people 

with disabilities work around their 
challenges



What is Assistive Technology?
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